
Day 5 - Train kept a rollin’        
 
Its week 5 of 7 in the 2019 season and team Peize is in very good form leading the 
pack in first place. Today we have 5 players, 3 cars and a flexible schedule. The 
weather forecast was grey and rainy, but as we approached the train bridge leading 
to TIOL in Zuidhorn, it’s a beautiful sunny day in May! We are nicely greeted by 
Erwin van Kemenade, Evert Scherpenzeel, Redmer Wijnstra, Nathan Pluijter with 
coffee, cake and cookies to start the day.  
 

   
 
There was only one small concern, our fearless captain, Robert, was looking and 
feeling rather weak. It turns out after weeks of following a strict diet and following a 
Healthy Tennis Plan (See week 2 for more details) he fell off the bandwagon and 
was binge eating and partying like a rock star again. Some old habits are hard to 
break…   
 

So, after some adjustments to the 
line-up, Ruud and Erik started. Ruud, 
working like a surgeon, slicing and 
calculating, dominated the match 
from the beginning.  Hitting deep 
slices to the backhand along with a 
punishing serve, he won fairly easily.  
Erik was also determined with a clear 
game plan. He started out behind a 
break, but was able to fight his way 
back in the match to win the first set, 
and cruised into the 2nd set, playing 
solid tennis, winning easily 6-0.  

 
Robert and Cam took the court next. The concerns over 
Robert were quickly erased within the first 5 minutes of his 
match, as he pushed his opponent off the court with a 
double bagel, winning 6-0, 6-0.! The captain remains 
undefeated this season! So much for living a healthy 
lifestyle! This was the proof that diet and sleep are way 
overrated, rock on Robert!  
 
While Cam started off well, winning the first set and up 3-0 in 
the 2nd, his opponent started to play much better, serving 
aces, winning the important rallies, and won the 2nd set. 

http://www.tvpeize.nl/images/Verslagen_Competitie/Heren_1_zaterdag/Dag_2_-_Healthy_Tennis_Program.pdf


Fortunately, Cam was able to recover and after a long battle won the 3rd set 6-3. For 
team Peize, the day is looking good, it is now 4-0 going into the doubles.  
 
Ruud and “Einstein” Han, took the court but found themselves in 
trouble early in the match. There opponents were steady and 
Peize could not get engaged. After a few errors, Han, started 
yelling like a mad scientist. “These are Shit Courts!”. You could 
feel things were going wrong and maybe this combination of 
players was not a good experiment. Unfortunately, this can 
happen some days, and they were soon off the court.  
 

Robert and Erik played next, and played flawless tennis, 
taking complete control of the match. Serving, volleying 
and returning really well, they put on a doubles clinic and 
won 6-0, 6-1.  
 
Now time to celebrate the day and perhaps a new lifestyle 
with a beer and bitterballen in the sun!  
 
Whoohoo! The train keeps rolling for Peize!  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 


